
Mini-Grants  
April 2016 - December 2016 

 

Churchill Junior High School – Ford’s Virtual Field Trip 

  Kristen Ferrara 

This program will use the primary and secondary sources as clues to help students 

solve the mystery of April 14, 1865. By having detective/historian James 

McDevitt interacting with the students it will offer a fresh perspective on the 

events and allow students to ask questions they have from reading the book 

Chasing Lincoln’s Killer and the questions they encounter as the program 

develops.   

  

Bowne-Munro Elementary School – Chair Hug 

Katelyn Orlando 

Hug chairs will be used in the Resource Room.  They are designed to cradle the 

body with a cocoon-like support and provide a calming hug and soothing rocking 

motion.  While preventing children from tipping and falling back, the chairs will 

also help students focus while receiving sensory input.   

 

Central Elementary School – Boys Book Buzz 

Meryl Becourtney   

This grant will help launch a Boys Book Club to encourage reading and creating a 

culture of excitement around reading for the male student body.  By engaging 

boys in a book club that caters to their strengths and interests, these boys may be 

more likely to see reading as something they love.  This will not only have a 

positive impact on the individual male reader in the club, but it will hopefully 

create a culture of reading where boys see reading as something fun, “cool”, and 

geared to them.   

 

Warnsdorfer Elementary School – Creating a Colonist:  Making History 

Come Alive 

Monica Figueiredo, Adriana Sarapochillo, Amanda Lorfing, Cristina Serra 

Samantha Ur and Kara Johnson 

Students will experience the different facets of everyday colonial life by 

participating in various crafts.  History will come alive as students become skillful 

craftsmen.  They will be tinning, cross-stitching and weaving.  This project will 

be implemented for all 4th grade students.    

 

East Brunswick High School – To the Beat of Our Drum – EBHS 

Multicultural Percussion Suite 

Zachary Gates and Jami DeSiena 

This grant will fund percussion instruments needed to enrich the program.  The 

EBHS choral program has grown to encompass an ever increasing number of 

students.  These very students are experiencing growth in ethnic and cultural 

diversity.  As a result, more multicultural literature is being incorporated into the 

classroom and the community.  Students now look forward to the new 

multicultural music that is in their chorus folder each semester, and most, if not 

all, of that multicultural music requires world percussion instruments and the 

accompaniment.   

 



Chittick Elementary School – Counting Collections 

Theresa Vetrecin and Joe Schwartz 

Kindergarten and first graders will be engaged by using colorful, exciting, visual 

manipulatives to assist with the development of their number sense by counting.  

Counting Collections is a structured counting activity in which children work with 

a partner or individually to count how many items are in a collection and then 

record their count on paper.  By working together, students develop social skills 

as well as mathematical skills.   

 

Frost and Irwin Elementary Schools – Kids Discover:  Interactive Texts for 

Social Studies and Science Learning 

Michele Pickett, Ashley McCabe, Patricia Knouse, Kelly Carle, Lisa Zaloom, 

Anthony Ciraco and Jeffrey Bressler along with Third Grade TAG students 

Miriam Dulin, Matthew Mercado, Arielle Holeman, Michael Cai, Ruqaya 

Tapya 

Through the Kids Discover app for iPads, 5th grade students at Frost and Irwin 

will be able to learn in a fun and interesting way.  The Matter and Ecology app 

will help students learn science, and the Constitution and American Revolution 

apps will help students learn more in social studies.  The electronic quizzes and 

puzzles help keep the children engaged while learning.   

 

Frost Elementary School – Get Your Puppet On:  Dramatic Play for 

Kindergarten 

Lise Noppenberger and Jeffrey Bressler along with Third Grade TAG 

students Rebecca Cornavaca, Archisha Bhattacharyya, Harshita Nagireddy, 

Adrian Ignacio and Nicholas Wan 

This project gives Kindergarten students the opportunity to learn while playing.  It 

will sprout their imagination and encourage creativity.  Through scenarios given 

by their teachers, students will come up with solutions.  This will help them learn 

which community helper does what.  

 

Bowne-Munro Elementary School – Sumdog:  Online Math Learning Tools 

Ashley Balzofiore, Elissa DiTomasso and Jeffrey Bressler along with Third 

Grade TAG students Dean Costello, Hayden Dziubeck and Victoria Lin 

Smugdog is a website geared toward enhancing the mathematics curriculum.  The 

website includes games and activities to help the students learn.  Smugdog gives 

children the opportunity to practice fact recall through games which will help 

improve fact fluency.   

 

Warnsdorfer Elementary School – Pedal Pushers:  Pedal Exercisers for Mrs. 

Kurdes’s Class 

Annemarie Kurdes and Jeffrey Bressler along with Third Grade TAG 

students Yitong Lin, Sergey Sachko, Aiden Moy and Audrey Lam 

Portable pedal boxes can be easily moved from one desk and/or classroom to 

another to give the students time to utilize their benefits.  Studies show that pedal 

stations help students focus and stay on task.  While a form of exercise, the pedal 

station helps students learn by keeping them engaged and less vulnerable to 

classroom distractions.   

 

 



Warnsdorfer Elementary School – “I Finished My Lunch. Can I Please Use 

the Kiosk?” 

Joseph Csatari and Jeffrey Bressler along with Third Grade TAG students 

Sahil Kochar, Marm Patel, Mia Rasin and Maxwell Seidler 

Students can learn anytime, anywhere.  They can learn at home, in the car and 

even in the cafeteria during lunch!  With this grant, a Chromebook kiosk will be 

placed in the cafeteria during the lunch periods for grades 2-5.  Monthly topics 

will be chosen by TAG students and made available through a Classroom Moodle 

forum for students to explore.  They are encouraged to post comments about what 

they have learned.  Comments will be selected weekly to be shared on the 

morning announcements.   

 

 

East Brunswick High School – East Brunswick Hour of Code 

Haim Cohen /Code Club 

Through this grant, the Code Club will promote Computer Science throughout the 

community by hosting “East Brunswick’s Hour of Code” at the EB Public 

Library.  Activities have been created for all ability levels.  The event will focus 

on all aspects of computer science from programming, to information security, to 

new technologies as well as innovation.   

 

 

Hammarskjold Middle School – “I’m More Than Just That” Anthology of 

Poems 

  Patricia Demko and Shari Sullivan 

During 7th grade, teachers will dedicate a unit of Writer’s Workshop to analyze 

and discuss figurative language and poetic text.  While being exposed to different 

types of poems, students develop an awareness and appreciation for poetic text as 

a way to express one’s feelings, thoughts, and emotions.  As added motivation 

and enhancement to the project, each students’ anthology of poems will be hard 

covered and professionally bound.  The final published piece to this unit is an 

anthology of poems that not only demonstrates an appreciation for the beauty, art, 

and discipline of poetry, but also an approval of self.   

 

 

East Brunswick High School – Masterclasses with renowned violist Brett 

Deubner 

Arvin Gopal 

Mr. Brett Deubner has performed all over the world as a violist.  His 

masterclasses at EBHS will provide a unique opportunity to the students.  During 

his first of three visits, he will perform for students preparing for the CJMEA 

High School Orchestra auditions.  He will be able to give students insight on 

performance and preparation.  His second visit will be in the form of a coaching 

session with the entire chamber orchestra, in preparation for an upcoming concert.  

Mr. Deubner’s last session will be open to all high school students, and will be 

centered around “self-promotion” as an artist.   

 

 

 

 



Chittick Elementary School – Improving Auditory Memory Skills for At-

Risk Students 

Mariann Zema and Tricia Zeitlin 

Utilizing the HearBuilder Collection, the Speech and Language Therapy Program, 

along with the Basic Skills Reading Program at Chittick School, will be able to 

help “at-risk” students in a number of critical areas.  This interactive computer 

program provides four CDs.  Each provides a systematic approach to the 

following:  Following Directions, Auditory Memory, Phonological Awareness 

and Sequencing.   

 

Lawrence Brook Elementary School – Story Telling Arts Inc. 

Jenelle Temes and Nancy Lombardi 

Storytelling Arts, Inc. provides customized classroom residencies, assembly 

programs, and professional development opportunities.  Through storytelling, 

students improve literacy skills, develop and strengthen listening skills, build self-

esteem and discover the relationship between cultures.  The goal for this grant is 

for English learning students to be able to listen to a folktale passed down through 

generations from a professional story teller and learn how to tell their own story 

using the English language.   

 

Churchill Junior High School – Junius and Albert’s Adventures in the 

Confederacy 

Craig Segall 

This grant will help bring the nonfiction novel Junius and Albert’s Adventures in 

the Confederacy by Peter Carlson to 8th grade History classes and into the hands 

of students.  Students of all levels will be exposed to reading difficult nonfiction 

sources.  They will read these books and complete a variety of activities that focus 

on writing, analysis, researching, and speaking skills.   

 

Churchill Junior High School – Thomas Jefferson President and Philosopher 

Kristen Ferrara 

This grant will help bring the nonfiction novel Thomas Jefferson President and 

Philosopher by Jon Meacham to 8th grade History classes and into the hands of 

students.  Students of all levels will be exposed to reading difficult nonfiction 

sources.  They will read these books and complete a variety of activities that focus 

on writing, analysis, researching, and speaking skills.   

 


